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TECHNICAL CORRECTION TO THE 2015-2018 MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING FOR THE SAFETY/SECURITY REPRESENTATION UNIT (MOU 18)

The following technical correction is being made to Article 5.9 in the Memorandum of Understanding for the Safety/Security Representation Unit (MOU 18).

ARTICLE 5.9 – SALARIES

The following was inadvertently omitted from the final version of the MOU. Article 5.9, Section B - Salary Adjustments should read in its entirety:

(3) Effective January 7, 2018, each employee in a classification on a salary range, who is on a fixed step (does not move up the salary range), shall receive a pensionable "adds to rate" salary adjustment of 2.75% while in that classification.

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please contact Jennifer Shar at (213) 473-7563.
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